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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY — GOVNEXT PROGRAM 

Statement by Minister for Finance 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Minister for Finance) [2.06 pm]: I advise the house that the government 
will be delivering a major information and communications technology program that will change the way we use 
technology. The state government currently spends up to $2 billion per annum on ICT, with agencies spending 
more than $315 million per annum on ICT infrastructure. Agencies currently buy and maintain ICT. This locks 
us into old technology and makes the government less effective and efficient at delivering services to 
Western Australians. GovNext-ICT is a program of work to move government towards consumption-based ICT.  

The GovNext-ICT program includes the establishment of GovCloud, a consolidation of data centres that allows 
for the migration and utilisation of private and public cloud services; GovNet, an interconnected statewide 
communications network across the whole of government; and a service broker function to maximise the value 
to government from common services within a contestable market. 

The GovNext-ICT program will ensure infrastructure is optimised, modern technology is consumed rather than 
bought, and ICT expenditure is reduced by shifting to a service-based model. This means that agencies will be 
able to move away from “keeping the lights on” towards more strategic service delivery. There will be 
a common communication network across government, enabling greater collaboration and data sharing across 
agencies. The GovNext-ICT program will improve cybersecurity by moving data into environments delivered by 
service providers that have world-leading security resources and capabilities. It will also deliver continuity of 
service for government agencies and reduce the risk of service delivery interruptions through improved disaster 
recovery and business continuity. Regional areas will also benefit, as it will mean better online services to 
regional Western Australians. 

The Office of the Government Chief Information Officer, working in close collaboration with the 
Department of Finance, has approached the market through an expression-of-interest process, which will close 
on 12 January 2016. Further details can be found on Tenders WA. This is an important program of work for this 
government, and it will lay the foundations for digital innovation and thereby the delivery of better services to all 
Western Australians. 
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